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Presentation Notes
Session 2 A: Role played by Chief Statisticians in communication of data and improved statistical literacy during the crisis. Panel discussion of four Chief Statisticians.



A new small set of statistics rose to prominence 
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Presentation Notes
Our response to COVID-19  COVID-19 has had a large impact on every industry on a global scale. Stats NZ’s role in reporting on key statistics became increasingly crucial in tracking the impact of COVID-19 on New Zealand’s economy and communities. the CPI and GDP were just two of the data sets that were impacted by COVID-19’s challenging nature.With challenges come opportunities:the use of new data sets, further innovation within our statistical methods and processes, collaboration with organisations in New Zealand and overseas. New Zealand’s data system has emerged from the pandemic with stronger and more versatile approaches to collecting, producing and sharing data and statistics.  Our response to COVID-19  COVID-19 has had a large impact on every industry on a global scale. Stats NZ’s role in reporting on key statistics became increasingly crucial in tracking the impact of COVID-19 on New Zealand’s economy and communities. the CPI and GDP were just two of the data sets that were impacted by COVID-19’s challenging nature.With challenges come opportunities:the use of new data sets, further innovation within our statistical methods and processes, collaboration with organisations in New Zealand and overseas. New Zealand’s data system has emerged from the pandemic with stronger and more versatile approaches to collecting, producing and sharing data and statistics.  



Supporting the All-of-Government response

Left-Right: Stephen Youngblood (ACC), Vince Galvin, Pubudu Senanayake, Sarndra Flay, Preeti Shah.
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Slide 2: Supporting the all-of-government COVID-19 Response One day prior to New Zealand entering Alert Level 4, we answered a call-to-action from the National Crisis Management Centre (NCMC) to assist with the COVID-19 information line. In less than 24 hours, 100 of our Contact Centre staff started answering calls from the public, most of which was done from their homes. We also had staff members deployed to the NCMC to inform:The government forecasting process – to inform big decisions such as opening bordersAgency forecasting (using stories turned into quantified impacts) – to ensure contingency planning is based on consistent assumptionsWorking with Te Pūnaha Matatini – to ensure they got the data they needed. Continuing to produce key statistics A limited number of projects that were directly linked to the COVID-19 response or critical to government operations, were enabled to continue work throughout the nationwide lockdown.  Example: The Treasury – modelling the effects of different lengths of lockdown Example: The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment analysed the effects of lockdown on workers and businesses.We showed how New Zealand was faring across a range of statistics such as trade, travel, spending, inflation and employment. Momentarily stopping face-to-face surveys meant we had to use alternative methods to collect data, such as: Forming a virtual contact centreIncreasing our use of web-scrapingCollecting prices manually from the internet and contacting retailers Engaging with businesses via email and text messaging.  We also began producing trade data on a weekly (rather than monthly) basis and publishing provisional travel data on a weekly basis.  



COVID-19 Data Portal 
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Slide 3: The COVID-19 Data Portal  Our COVID-19 Data Portal dashboard, features over 40 high-frequency and near real-time key indicators across the economic, health and social fields. We worked with both public and private sector agencies to provide policymakers with up-to-date data to inform decision-making through this dashboard. The Data Portal is simple-to-use and illustrates the ongoing effects of COVID-19 at a glance.  There have been 31,986 users of the Portal as of 12 October



Data Ventures – Population Density
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Slides 4 (Population density) & Slide 5 (Mobility Index) Data Ventures Our commercial arm, Data Ventures brings government and private sector datasets together in this Covid-19 environment providing expertise and insights to three main data sets: The population density reports helped us understand potential risks and predict the impact of COVID-19 around the country based on various scenarios. Tourism reporting helped the Government locate short-term tourists and inform decisions around mercy flights, accommodation, visas and providing support for those stuck in New Zealand. 



Week end 22 June
All of New Zealand is at Alert 
Level 1

Week end 5 October
Auckland in Alert Level 2 and the 
rest of the country in Alert Level 1

Data Ventures – Spend Density
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Move to Slide 5 The mobility index tracked New Zealanders’ mobility during COVID-19 by using cell phone tower data. By taking hourly snapshots of the population at a suburb level, we could share that New Zealanders generally complied with public health messaging during Alert Level 4.  (Mark will reference Drews mobility mapping and note that Drew will highlight the detail in his case study).  Mobility index = mobile data 



Improving statistical literacy

The 2020/2021 Analytics & Research in Government 
Onboarding Day - a 12-week programme supporting data and 

analytics expertise in New Zealand. 
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Slide 6: Improving statistical literacyExamples:We hosted the 2020/2021 Analytics & Research in Government Onboarding Day this week. The 12-week summer intern programme is building a talent pipeline of public servants to support the development of data and analytics expertise in New Zealand.We (remotely) attended the 23rd Asia-Pacific Stats Café: Improving economic indicators with big data (Bangkok) on 30 November 2020.  Three Pacific Island statisticians – from Fiji, Samoa and Tonga – were hosted by Stats NZ for five weeks in March 2019, as part of our Pacific Annual Attachment Programme. The staff from the Fiji Bureau of Statistics (FBoS), for example, developed a GIS Mapping tool for the FBoS to use and this was reviewed by Stats NZ GIS mapping teamWe regularly provide lectures to Universities (Victoria and Canterbury) on Statistics and EconomicsWe’re also targeting school children as part of growing the next generation of statistical experts (Silverstream senior school maths class visited recently)Census in Schools
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